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1 Introduction . 

The so-called EMC Spin Crisis and-its reso~ution via the Axial Anomaly contrib1:1tiou 
(see, e.g., [1] and Ref. therein) naturally lead to the question whether this contri
bution manifests itself in various spin-dependent processes. Recently [2] it has been ' 
shown that such well-known spin-flip amplitudes as the anomalous magnetic moment 
are really closely related to the Axial (Chiral) Anomaly. 

In the present Letter the concept of Axial Anomaly is slightly generalized (Section 
2) to obtain the general method for "Hunting the Anomaly" (Section 3). It is applied 
to transverse polarized electron and positron annihilation (Section 4). As a result, 
an anomalous pole arises in ~he zero fermion mass limit. Its possible contributions 
to the anyon superconductivity are disc~ssed in Section. 5. 

2 Axial Anomaly without the axial current 

One should ask whether it is possible to consider massless sirjgularities of diagrams 
di~erent _from the t~ian~le one as manifestations of t~e Ax,itl Anomaly. To verify 
th1s, a shght generahzabon of the concept of anomaly IS rt!~mred. 

Usually the anomaly is understood as violation of the classical equation of motion 
for the axial current when the classical fi~ld is replaced by quantum operator. lu 
the massless case it is violation of classical symmetry, because the conservation of 
the axial cur~ent in this case is just the consequenc~ of the Noether theorem. From 
this point of view the triangle diagram, being the two-photon matrix element of the 
l.h.s. of the/ anomaly equation, is of course unique. 

The classical symmetry, however, may be understood as a certain "naive" re
striction for the quantum amplitudes. In the chiral symmetry case this restriction is 
quite obvious: the emission or absorption of the photon does not change the massless 
fermion helicity. This results, e.g., in the "Helicity conservation rule" in QCD [3] 
valid in all leading twist dia'grams to all orders of perturbation theory. 

Nevertheless, this restriction may be violated provided the photon is soft and 
collinear. The kinematical smallness in the nominator proportional to the fermion 
mass (it is assumed to be small but finite) is compensated by the mass singularity 
in the ~enominator. As a result, the helicity flip amplitude zero-mass limit is finite. 
This phenomenon was mentioned as early as 1964 by Lee and Nauenberg in their 
classical paper [4]. !t was, in fact, the discovery of the generalized infrared approach 
to the axial anomaly I discuss here . 
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A crucial step was mad~ by Dolgov and Za.kharo~. l6j<i~~ ~~70 immediately after 

the standard ultraviolet tre<~.tment ofthe anomaly by Adl~r;·lleif·~d Ja.ckiw [6]. The 
zero mass limit was shown to produce the 6( q2) singularity f~ the imaginary part 
of the AVV triangle diagram. The -corresponding massless pole leac:ls to the nonzero 
axial current divergence matrix element for massless fermions~ -- ' , 

The present Letter is devoted to the application of the Dolgov and Zakharov 
approach to diagrams different from the triangle one. I am following the originAl Lee 
and Na.uenberg id,ea., not restricted to anY perfect diagram. It is of coursp possible 
to call every new singularity. t.he new anomaly. However, I prefer to u~ the same. 
term "Axial Anomaly" for all ~ing~lariti~ associated with the helicity flip in the 
zero fermion mass .limit. I would like to remind the history of the discov~rY of 
longitudinal real photons interaction via the.b~ diagram, made by Gorski,_loffeand 
Khodjamirian [7) few years ago. It was called "new anomaly", but later w~ related 
by the authors to the well-known conform~} a~omaly.' . . · 

3 The general met had. 

It is just a straightforward generalization of the infrared approach [5}: .the anomaly 
manifests itself as a massless pole in the zero fermion mass limit. Twenty years ag~ 
Dolgov and Zakh.ar0v discovered, as mentioned above, that the imaginary part of 
the famous triangle diagram (Fig. la) tends not to zero, but to the ·o-function in 
the limit m ::.... 0 

/ .m2 1+ p . 2) 
ImM"' (ql)'l In 1 _ p -+m-o const · S(q . (l) 

Here q is the axial current momentum, {j = .Jl'=X(x = 4m2{q2r The fac~or m2 i~ 
the numerator is due to the helidty flip by the axial source and one photon. This 
kinematical smafl.ness is compensated by the dynamic,~!' one in the denolJ}inator of 
the "horizontal" propagator when the scattering angle is small. 

This result implies the appearance of pseudo~calar (due to photon p~ir quantum 
numbers) masslesll excitation. For massless quarks it is just the pion. This proof of 
its existence (the so-:-called t'Hooft consistency principle [8]} is a complement to the 
Goldstone theorem. 

How much "anomalous" is such a behaviour(!)? ·It would seem not very much. 
The imaginary part of an arbitrary form factor F(q2

, m2) of the dimension m- 2 (like 
the total cross-section), whichis suppressed in the chira.llimit as rn2 , can be written 
as 
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Integrating it from the threshold q2 = 4m2 up to infinity one has 

1~ . 11 
dllmF(l,m2) = · dxf(x) =C. 

4m2 0 · 
(3) 

Provided the integral converges and taking into account that the /mF(q2 , m2) 
becomes narrower and higher as m -+ O(it is clear from the expression lmF = 
x2f(x)/4m2

), one can conclude: 
I 

ImF(q2 ,m2) -+m ... o CS(q2). (4) 

There is a co~nterpart of this unexpected behaviour: in the "opposite" limitm -+ 

011 one should obtain zero. It is just a manifestation of the well-known phenomenon of 
the cancellation of normal and anomalou-s <;livergences (see, e.g., [11, 1]): F contains 
both the normal and anomalous contributions, the latter being its singular zero mass 
limit. It has to be subtracted in order, to obtain the normal one. It is impossible 
to observe this cancellation directly in the imaginary part that is equal to zero just 
because the limit under consideration q>rresponds to an unphysical region. One 
should write'down the dispersion relation 

F(q~,m2) = .!_1"" lmF(q2,m2)dq2 _ 

1 
1f 4m2 q2 - qg . -

.!_ f f(x)dx 1 11 
7r }

0 
4m2x-1·_ q2 -+m-+oo~ 4 f(x)xdx-+ 0 o 1rm 0 • 

(5) 

Note that the last integral converges better than (3), and no subtraction is needed. 
The dispersion relation for the axial current divergence, however, requires a suptrac-
tion: it is just the axial anomaly-[5]. I' 

4 The anomalous contribution to e+ j e- 1 ~ 11 
\ 

What are candidates for the anomalous behaviour apart fi:om the mentioned triangle 
diagram? Note that its upper side is only the fermion source with the required parity, 
and the anomalous behaviour is due to the lower one, namely, the polarized Comp- · 
ton amplitude. It is therefore promising to consider the processes resulting from this 
amplitude squared. One possibility (Fig. 1b) is just the one providing the anoma
lous gluon contribution [1] to the polarized deep-inelastic scattering. Although the 
anomalous contribution to its first moment [9, 10, 11] is reduced to the triangle (Fig. 
la), it is possible to extract a similar contribution, exploring the Adler-Bardeen the
orem, in other moments, too [12]. Therefore, we obtain the Axial Anomaly without 
the axial current! 1'he expression is very simple 
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Fig.l. The proc~sses with axial-like anomalies. 
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and differs significantly f~om the whole box contribution !I 0, ll }:- The phenomeno
logical consequence of the difference [lJ) is, however, negligible. 

The following natural c~didate is the e+e-annihilatiol! (Fig. lc). It appears 
that the best way to extract the chiral-limit suppressed contribution, consists in. 
taking the difference between the total cross-sections with parallel and 11,ntiparallel 
transverse polarized pa!ticles, calculated long ago [14): 

!:1uT = 7rr~x2 [6,8~2- 4 + (,B-1 + 2,8- 3,8-3) In 1 +.8}. 
4,8 ' ' " 1 - ,8 (7) 

The straightforward ~omputation 1 of the integral (3) gives: 

71"2 - ' 

!:1u~-o -+ n-o
2

( 2- IO)t5(q2
). (8) 

It is just the axial (chirai) anomaly contribution (without the axial current again). 

5 Anomalous contribution and anyon supercon
ductivity 

The transvei'Se direction of polarization is of major importance for. t~e.manifestation 
of anomaly. Although one should naively expect a similar contribution to the cross
section with parallel helicities, only the logarithmic term is suppressed by m 2{14}(in 
contradiction with the statement of the canonical textbook [16]). The noniltlppressed 
term leads to the ,c:Ji~gence of (3). 

... ;, 
1 It~s an error'(ie instead 10) in the early version (15) of this paper. However, it did not idfect 

the sign of the anomalous contribution and its interpretation given below. 
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' ,:~ :~t 'clea~ way t~ ~st1~ the transverse polarization is to m&Ke- ele.~tons 
~~Ye within a 2..:mm~n!lio~al plane with spi'iui aligned transverse tojt by ~ ma~· 
n~t.ic fidel. n is'juit the system representing the remaxkable phenomenon of a.nyon . 
~pet-conductivity [17). ·.As the relevant 'Chern-:-Siinons term is -the ~ompon~nt of; 

· ~inalous ~hotonic curr~nt, it is of ipterest to .discuss possible implications ol tbe · 
_artotnalous.oontributiolt (8) for the superconductivity problem. 

· · Dealhlg with 2+ 1 - ~imensional models of anyon superco¥uctivity, one should 
relate them to the real 3+ i - dimensio~al wo~ld. Due to the uncertainty principle • 
it_ is impO&si'ble to neglect-the transverse degree of freedom in the coordinate and 

mo~tuin space simultaneously. U$ually one makes this reduction in the coordi~ 
nate.:apace, assuming tile energy to be low enough to excite the transverse degree of 
f~. Owlt1g to dealing with the scattering amplitudes in the momentum repre
•taijoq;)t seems natural to start with the 2+ 1 - dimensional momentum space. 
As hJgh Tc superconductors represent th~ layer structure, the uncertainty principle · 

immediately leads to the important conclusion: the etectron cannot be C!)nfined to 
the !Jingle GuO layer and the coherent multilayer behaviour is of major importance. . 
Therefore, one should choose the Neumann boundary· conditions for the transverse 
-~equation and obtain the nonzero transverse electromagnetic current. As · 
a result, it is not-conservedin 2+1 dimensions: the effective 2+1 theory _should be 
nOn..:gaU:ge invariant! Note that the nonconservation of .the vector· c~rrent in 2+ 1 

.-- · can lead .to .the appearance of a zero-mass pole completely analogous to the gho~t 
pole in QCD (18) (see also m and Ref. therein). As this pole is a si,gnal of su
p~rconduc~ivity [19], we have a new mechanism of it. The corresponding physical 
:picture is the charge escape in the transverse direction and the return in ano,ther 
place, i.e. s<>t,fie 'wormhole' in 2+1 - dimensional space. Note t_hat the comrrl~ly 

- accepted ntecb~ism of high-To superconductivity in the Luttinger liquid model also 
-requires the intetla.yer coherent transport, if one passes below T0 (see, e.g.,[20]). As 

' . ' 

this .theory (a.Dd, in particular, the transverse coherent transport below Tc[21)) is 
stton~y supported by· the experimental data, the. incorporation of the .transverse _ 
dynamics in~'o. the ~nyon superconductivity theory via the electromagnetic current 
nonconserva.tibn, s~~ to be reasonable. Recent paperS (22],[23} ~ dealing with 

, . two-layer systems,. but I would like to stress that a macroscopically Unge number of. ' 
layers is requlr~ to obtain the 2+1 - dimensional moment~in space. 

From another point of view, pseudoscalar (just like a pion) massl~s excitation 4J 
(Fig. 2a), govetned by Eq. (8), leads to ti),e long-range spin-dependent interaction 
between two fermions. Note that for sufficiently large interaction radius it may be 
cancelled by t~e normal contrfbution, as described in Section 1 (there are arguments 
in favour of the noncancellation in the rea,Jfermions'case to be published elsewhere) . 
This cancellation, however, is normally slow e:qough to allow an experimental obser
vation of this effect. 
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Fig.2.Anomaly correction (a) to the Coulomb potential (b). 

What can we say about the sign of the anomalous interaction? It provides a 
term to the electron scattering amplitude at rest of type (Fig. 2a),,proportional to 
t.he product of the transverse polarizations s 1s2• Note that this amplitude should 
be cancelled by the exchange amplitude due to the Pauli principle, and only spin 
.singlet states of type [p, s] - [p, ( -s )] contribute to the long-range interaction. In 
t,he Coulomb amplitude case (Fig. 2b), the sum of the normal and exchange singlet 
contributions appears to b~ equal to the normal triplet contribution under consider
ation. As it is nonzero only for s 1 = s2 , it clearly differs in sign from the anomalous 
contribution (Fig. 2a). This sign difference is of a simple physical nature: the inte
gral (3), leading to (8), is dominated by the low-energy x "' 1 region. The photon 

/pair ~gular momentum is then zero (just as in the familiar triangle diagram ca.~e), 
requiring St = -s2. Therefore, the anomalous interaction leads to the attraction 
of electrons with parallel spins. This is a new pairing mechanism necessary for the 

superconductivity description. Note that the anomalolls attraction, a.~ mentioned 
a.bove, is confined.to the plane in the' momentum space. Making a Fo:urier

1
trans

formation to the coordinate space, it is possible to obtain even a slower varying 
potential like lnR instead of R;_1• The attraction would dominate for long distances, 
while the repulsion for short distances. One may expect the formation of a bound 
state in this potential. 

6 Conclusions 

The Chiral Anomaly is often thought to manifest itself in the triangle. diagram only, 
with possible r~e exceptions. Nevertheless, it has been shown that it may be at
tdJ:mted to a Wide class of chiral-limit suppressed amplitudes. The simple criterion of 
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·~rn-loll$ ~haviour •(3) is pres~ ted. it is applied' tci Ut~:poiarized e+ ~- t~tal cr()S~- . 
-ion case,. As a r~ult the exi~tence of the anomalo.us-pole is show_n and its coupling 
to~ect~~ (8) i~ c~Jcula-ted: The possi~Je applications of this phenomenon .to the -

. · any()Jl s~perconductiviiy problem are discussed. First,. t.he new mechanism of anyon" · 
suJ)e1.'00n9.uctivity arises due to the coherent multilay~ behaviour and electrom$g· 
ne~iccurrent cno~conservation. Second, anomalous pole may lead to ~.he long· rang~ 
attraction between two electrons, and ~o the hound state formation. The relations 
betw'een these two effects_ a8 ·well as to the Luttinger Liquid theory, require further. 
investigation. 
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TepJieB 0. 
AxcHaJJbHaJI aHOMaJJHSI B e + e- ... yy 
H aHHOHHaK CBepxnpoBO,AHMOCTb 

E2-93-25 

lloxa3aH01 'ITO 3aBHC.illllHH OT CDHHOB BICJia,A B DOJIHoe Ce'leHHe ,ABYX4x»'oH- . 

HOB aHHHI'H.IISIU,HH HMeeT CHHry JJSlpHOCTb <5( q2) B Ope,AeJJe me _. 0. OocyQaeTCSI 

CB513b C HeKOTOpblMH npo6.neMaMH aHHOHHOH CBepxnpoBO,AHMOCTH. 

Pa6oTa BblDOJIHeaa s Jla6oparopHH TeopeTH'IecxoH: <I>H3HKH 011.sll1. 

• 
npenpHHT 06-t.c.llHHeHHOI'O HHCTHT)'T8 s.nepllblX HCcne.nOBIIHHft. ,L\y6H8, 1993 

Teryaev 0. 
Axial Anomaly in e+ e- ... yy and Anyon Superconductivity 

E2-93-25 ,. 

The spin-dependent total cross-section of e + e- ... yy is shown to have a 

o(q2) singularity for me ... 0. The relation to some proble~ of anyon 

superconductivity is discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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